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As an undergraduate student at Michigan State University (MSU) during the
1990s, it was my privilege to witness and participate in the Xicano1 history related
in these brief pages. This struggle for Xicano Studies carried out by my comrades,
who organized and fought against “the state’s attempts to embed complacency
inside of them,” finally voicing their demand for educational equality, is important
to our understanding of who we are as a people (Alfred, 2005, 29).

It wasn’t until the 1990s that the Xicano/Latino population at MSU reached
sufficient numbers to carry out the type of direct action needed to build sufficient
pressure on the university to force agreement. Politics through numbers allowed
Xicano/Latino students to think about self-determinative solutions and organiz-
ing through non-violent direct action to make those solutions a reality.

These direct action tactics bundled within a third world organizing framework
of heightening contradictions acted as catalyst along with the arrival of faculty
willing to create Xicano Studies at MSU (Omatsu, 1985, 25). Examining this
decade of struggle through the lens of specific watershed moments that created for
the students and community, both Xicano and non-Xicano, a deepening sense of
commitment and a widening social perspective evolving from Latino to an
indigenous identity is vital to understanding our challenges today.

1 During the 1990s
and the rise of
indigenismo the
spelling “Xicano”
challenged the
traditional
spelling of
Chicano. This
spelling claimed
and promoted a
different tradition
of radicalism
based in
indigenous
ideology and
aggressive direct
action. Two
monographs
produced at the
community level
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The discussion around social gains at MSU must be conducted in terms of
tactics and strategies. For Xicanos at MSU, the heightening of contradictions
deepened with the introduction of white environmental and anarchist activists
and their knowledge of direct action tactics to Movimiento Estudiantil Xicano de
Aztlan (MEXA). This collaboration with their white counterparts also speaks
directly to a sense of entitlement and belonging in higher education on the part of
Xicanos at MSU in the 1990s.

The best records available in regard to the attitudes and demands of Xicanos
from the 1960s through the 1980s are several reports completed by campus-wide
committees and submitted to the University. The findings are summarized in an
8March 1989 report of the Task ForceOn TheHispanic American Institute stating,
“A review of the past decade of reports reveals five central issues that impact upon
the Hispanic community … Employment Development, Education, Political
Empowerment, Health and Family Welfare, Cultural Awareness and Enrichment.”

This report was responsible for the creation of the Julian Samora Research
Institute (JSRI), just as the Chicano/Latino specialization would be the outcome of
the next decade’s activism. The opening paragraph of the report reads, “Since 1977
comprehensive reports have been prepared and submitted to the MSU central
administration, calling for modest action to improve the participation of Hispanics
at all levels of the University community… the University response has consistently
been silence at best” (The Task Force on the Hispanic American Institute, 1989, 1).

Under the heading “Education” it is important to note that the subjects listed as
topics covered in previous studies were “language, academic achievement,
retention, and access to higher education, especially for at-risk-youth” (1989, 1).
A few paragraphs later, the report states that more research faculty at MSU is
vital for increasing campus participation: “the key missing element is a cadre of
research faculty… to orient and coordinate programs toHispanic issues” (1989, 2).
When the authors speak about “programs” they are in fact referring to existing
university and academic programs, which they list in the Task Force Report. The
authors of the report put forward a traditional rationale behind increased faculty
and couched it within the argument of expanding already existing departments.
Their stated goal was not to create a new department to oversee the development
of a Chicano Studies program but to make specific departments more responsive
to Chicanos and Latinos at MSU (1989, 4). Their position, at least in writing, was
fundamentally different than the demands for a Chicano Studies program in the
next decade.

In terms of creating a Chicano Studies program or academic department, the
situation at MSU before the 1990s was in many ways one dictated by numbers.
While the creation of JSRI is an accomplishment that cannot be downplayed or
underestimated, clearly the Chicano/Latino population at MSU had not reached a
critical mass able to make demands from the “street.” The study referenced above
also clearly shows that the demand for Xicano Studies was unique to the student
movement of the 1990s.

were primarily
responsible for
solidifying this
idea. The first,
written by Apaxu
Maiz in 1995, is
“Xicano: an
autobiography”,
and the following
year Roberto Dr
Cintli Rodriguez
published “The X
in La Raza.” It is
important to note
that MSU MEXA
hosted the 1997
national MEChA
conference under
the title “MEXA
Conference” with
the theme
“Nationalism:
what it is, what it
isn’t.” At the end
of the conference
our chapter was
kicked out of the
national MEChA
structure and
banned from
attending national
MEChA events,
one stated reason
for this
excommunication
being that we
spelled MEXA
with an X.
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In 1993 the Coalition of Hispanic Students for Progressive Action was the
only student group for Xicano/Latino students at MSU. Rudy Hernandez, a
young graduate student from Detroit, suggested we form a new student group
and introduced us to Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlán, known across
the country as MEChA, and we, trusting Rudy unconditionally, declared
ourselves MECHistas.

One of our first acts as MECHistas was to compile our first list of demands.
Number seven of the 13 demanded that MSU create a Chicano/Latino Studies
Center (similar to Wayne State University’s) with its own recruitment, retention
and curriculum powers. One of our demands asked the university to recognize the
United Farm Workers’ (UFW) grape boycott; this becomes important later with
the arrival of the new University president, M. Peter McPherson, former director
of USAID, Bank of America, and importantly, grandson of the first president of
Michigan’s Farm Bureau. He was white, rich, privileged and from a farming
background, the perfect foil for a bunch of cockroaches in revolt. We harassed
him. Followed him from meeting to meeting. Confronted him at places he never
dreamed we would dare. It was brutal and he wasn’t ready for it. More
importantly, like the rich and powerful man he was, he was used to being obeyed
instantly and not challenged.

Shortly after his arrival, McPherson started meeting with leaders from minority
student groups (Haake, 1994a, 3). When it was our turn, we delivered to him our
13 demands. As he was reading the list he suddenly stopped.

“Chicano studies? What do you do with a degree in Chicano studies?”
McPherson asked us with a chuckle. “What kind of job can you get with that?”
“What kind of job do you get with an English degree?” I asked him. “The point is
you do with a degree what you want to do with a degree.” As we pressed him
further on the subject of Chicano studies, McPherson said, “I think ethnic studies
programs tend to balkanize campuses.” At the time we weren’t sure what he
meant by that. Later, we took every opportunity to repeat his assertion to anyone
who would listen.

Throughout 1994, we pounded McPherson with protests. Always at the
forefront of our demands were Chicano Studies and the UFW’s grape boycott.
We had struck on two issues that not only heightened contradictions but also
created a chasm. These issues allowed us to educate about self-determination
through education in the classroom and protest in the streets. The university
responded by protecting its class interest and the contradictions became manifest.

On Friday, 11 February 1994, Dolores Huerta visited MSU (Haake, 1994b, 1).
Emboldened by her presence, Xicano students had sent McPherson boxes of
grapes every hour with a note reading, “These grapes were watered with the
blood of migrant workers,” and similar statements. The day culminated with
around 100 Xicano students, allies and Huerta in the president’s office demand-
ing to speak with him. McPherson initially refused, although eventually he
relented, meeting us in the board of trustees’ meeting room adjacent to his office.
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So in we went. As we filled up the roomMcPherson took the seat at the head of
the table, Dolores Huerta sat directly to his right and Luis Garcia, the university-
appointed advisor to Latino students at MSU, directly to his left. It was ugly.
McPherson tried to defend what in our eyes was indefensible and he was clearly
angry at being spoken to so bluntly by those he considered his inferiors. Dolores
gave him some; that was beautiful.2 Then the white kids gave him some. The coup
de grâce came when after about an hour of verbal bantering he began some long
ramble about Native Americans, reservations and manifest destiny.

Across the table and to the right of me sat Anthony Spangler, a Xicano student
and one of my homeboys from Lansing, who now works for a multicultural
public relations firm in Texas. In the middle of McPherson’s monologue he stood,
took a couple of bags of leftover grapes and slammed them down on the board of
trustees’ table. The room got loud, people started to move.

McPherson called for order but the noise level in the room rose dramatically as
RAZA stood and began to shout out their anger toward him. Julie Salazar, a
Xicana from the Barrio of South West Detroit, and Cindy Cerda, another Xicana
from Chicago, began ripping open the bags of grapes Spangler had hurled on the
table, throwing grapes in all directions. Seeing this, the crowd reacted as crowds
often do: chairs started to tip over as people stood, and this space, this center of
European hegemony, broke into bilingual pandemonium when Salazar, Cerda
and other Xicanas began throwing handfuls of grapes at President McPherson.
All around me people were shouting and throwing grapes. McPherson started
pounding the table yelling, “Get her down!” I turned to see Salazar towering,
figuratively and literally, over the room. Laced Timberlines stomped grapes on
top of the board of trustees’ meeting table like a Xicano version of an “I Love
Lucy” episode.

Minutes later in the hallway a second drama would unfold as Luis Garcia, the
coordinator for Chicano Latino students on campus and now the director of the
MSU College Assistance Migrant Program, was telling Xicano students they
shouldn’t act that way. In what was a prophetic moment, Francisco Lopez, then
a student at Lansing Community College, directly confronted Garcia, asking,
“Whose side are you on?” “What, what do you mean?” Garcia responded.
“From where I was sitting,” said Lopez to Garcia, “it looked like you were with
the man.”

Dr. Refugio (Will) I. Rochin was hired as the first permanent director of JSRI in
the summer of 1994. Rochin came from the University of Davis, California,
where he had started and directed, along with others, one of the country’s more
successful and enduring Chicano Studies programs. According to the press release
sent out by JSRI on 28 August 1994, Rochin brought “well-honed leadership
skills to [JSRI] … serving as Director of Chicano Studies at the University of
California, Davis.” A veteran of Chicano Studies struggles, Rochin grasped the
political situation and hit the ground running, advocating for Chicano studies as
a component of ethnic studies.

2 You can see parts
of this meeting on
YouTube if you
search under
“MEChA 1994
Grape Boycott.”
The video, created
by then MSU
students Maria
Zavala, Robert
Patino and
Francisco
“Tenox” Lopez,
is in four parts.
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He was thrust into the center of a Xicano Studies war by MSU’s administra-
tion, as well as by his personal history and beliefs. Because of the grape throwing
incident and the ever-widening efforts of MEXA students, the demand for Xicano
Studies was becoming a rallying cry both on and off campus. Far from trying to
distance himself from the ruckus, Rochin immediately began trying to capitalize
on the momentum created by Xicano students. An interesting glimpse into
Rochin’s advocacy for Chicano Studies is found in a 3 October 1995 memo to
then Provost Lou Anna Simon and Kenneth Corey, Dean of Social Sciences.
Rochin, in his ongoing argument with Provost Simon for the creation of a Latino
Studies program, wrote, “Understand that I am firmly committed to Chicano/
Latino studies and ‘multiculturalism’ because it is in my blood.”3

In an 11 November 1995 memo from Corey to Simon, Corey lays out the
agenda for a 13 November meeting and the discussion points: (1) JSRI develop
and implement an undergraduate specialization in Latino/Chicano Studies; (2)
JSRI be authorized to appoint in the Institute tenure and tenure stream faculty,
and to offer credit instruction and programming; and (3) JSRI be empowered to
function across the mission of teaching, as well as research and outreach.4

This and other documents show that factions within the university were
attempting to create an ethnic studies program. In an email on 13 November
1995, which was a follow-up to a meeting with Simon and Corey about his
Chicano Studies proposals, Rochin wrote that Simon “acknowledge[s] the
interest of Chris Vanderpool and Ken Corey in establishing a specialization in
ERGI [Ethnicity, Race, Gender and Inequality]”5 and praises them for the work
they had done up to that point.

Rochin’s pushing of JSRI as home for Xicano studies uncovered the fact that
the real problem was Simon’s reluctance to create, in her words, “new programs
which would draw ‘political’ opposition.”6 The clash between Simon’s reluctance
and Rochin’s pushing came to a head during the same 1995 meeting mentioned
above when Simon tells Rochin plainly that she “did not want JSRI to become a
department.”7 This statement by Simon is critical as Rochin was advocating for
the creation of a Xicano Studies program with faculty lines that would have led to
the creation of a Xicano Studies department within JSRI. Simon set clear
boundaries for Xicano Studies and Rochin at MSU and appears to be carrying
on that legacy of limiting Xicano studies today as President of the University.

Rochin continued to capitalize on promises made and momentum created by
the shockingly aggressive activism of MEXA students and their white allies. In a
letter to President M. Peter McPherson dated 2 March 1994, MEXA outlined
their understanding of an earlier meeting on 28 February 1994. The third point
stated, “The University has agreed to create some type of program for Chicano/
Boricua studies within the year. Especially in the area of hiring the faculty
responsible for implementing the curriculum.”8

McPherson responded on 29 March 1994 with a two-page letter addressing the
points made byMEChA students.McPherson wrote concerning the implementation

3 Refugio I. Rochin,
e-mail message to
Lou Anna Simon
and Kenneth
Corey, 3 October
1995.

4 Kenneth Corey,
email message to
Lou Anna Simon,
10 November
1995.

5 Refugio I. Rochin,
email message to
Robert Aponte,
Kenneth Corey
and Chris
Vanderpool,
13 November
1995.

6 Ibid.

7 Ibid.

8 Ernesto Todd
Mireles, letter to
M. Peter
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of Xicano Studies that as to “an exact time line, none was given, however,
Provost Simon has indicated that it would take from 12–15 months before
significant progress would be achieved.”9

According to Rochin’s personal notes, less than a year after the above letter
exchange, Simon, in a meeting with Rochin, who clearly had the experience to
plan and institute Chicano Studies at MSU, told Rochin, “the problem for the
Specialization was leadership; someone to assume the responsibility for develop-
ing the specialization.”10 She went on urging “caution against approving high
profile initiatives which were not developed thru (sic) traditional processes.”11

This conversation is certainly in part a reference to the activism of MEXA and
Xicano community activists. For unstated reasons, Simon remained consistently
against the idea of JSRI under Rochin’s direction as the spearhead for the Ethnic
Studies movement at MSU.

Rochin’s continuing efforts to create the Chicano/Latino component of Ethnic
Studies ran into trouble after he submitted his first proposal in November 1995.
Heavy criticism from the MEXistas came in the form of letters questioning the
direction of his proposal. In part they wrote, “as we were not given a role in your
formulation of a draft proposal for ‘an Ethnic Studies Specialization’ … we
[MEXA students] feel as if we need to create our own role as a resource in putting
together this area of study.”12 The three-page MEXA letter goes on to outline the
concerns of the MEXistas and begins by acknowledging the unique role Rochin
occupied at MSU during that time. They wrote, “It is obvious Michigan State
University looks to you to represent the Chicano/Latino opinions and needs on
campus. But since you are in fact representing student opinion we would like to
bring your recommendations into line with student needs and concerns.”13

The most striking aspect of this letter is the tone. Unlike their correspondence
with Anglo administrators, the MEXista’s spoke of wanting to find a common
ground with Rochin to promote Chicano/Latino studies. The students continued,
“obviously we cannot force our request in this letter be followed word for word,
but we do expect you will consider them and will be willing to go over these with
us … we feel this is the least you can do, as we obviously should have a voice in
this issue and you have not promoted this thus far.”14

Rochin responded in a 11 December 1995 letter. He assured MEXA students
that his proposal was a “draft to begin discussion with faculty and students on
campus.”15 He goes on to tell the MEXistas that he “is serving as a coordinator for
‘ethnic studies’ … that the true responsibility for ‘ethnic studies’ is the faculty.”16 In
his draft statement about faculty involvement and work in Chicano/Latino Studies
at MSU up to that point, Rochin wrote that only one professor, Joseph Benitez-
Speilberg in Anthropology, offered any course on Chicano culture, although there
were many others on campus qualified to do so.17

White faculty working on ethnic studies at MSU had also identified this very
same deficiency as a major block to establishing ethnic studies. In a 7 April 1994
memo from Dr. Larry Robbins of the Anthropology Department to Dean Corey,

McPherson,
2 March 1994.

9 M. Peter
McPherson, letter
to Ernesto Todd
Mireles, 29 March
1994.

10 Refugio I. Rochin,
e-mail message to
Robert Aponte,
Ken Corey and
Chris
Vanderpool, 13
November 1995.

11 Ibid.

12 Maria Zavala,
letter to Refugio I.
Rochin,
November 1995.

13 Ibid.

14 Ibid.

15 Refugio I. Rochin,
letter to Maria
Zavala, 11
December 1995.

16 Ibid.

17 Draft November
1995, Ethnic
Studies
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Robbins addresses this, noting the lack of Black faculty in theMSU Anthropology
Department. He cites Spielberg as the sole non-white professor and states his
excitement about an ethnic studies department. The development of a core faculty
would remain a problem for Xicano/Latino studies until the first decade of the
twenty-first century.

The year 1996 brought significant challenges and change. The Lansing police
executed two Mexicans, one Black man and a White man, all unarmed. A police
raid on a local Latino community center resulted in hundreds of arrests. Massive
gentrification in the barrio of North Lansing and the reversal of Cesar Chavez
Avenue back to Grand Avenue were still fresh in everyone’s mind (Templeton,
1995, 3). Emotions were running high and Xicanos in Lansing were mad. On
campus, MEXA, successful beyond our wildest dreams, was blowing up with
protest after protest. Under the tutelage of Apaxu Maiz, a local activist, MEXA
was coming together as a tough cadre of Xicano nationalist organizers.

By 1996 we were looking for a way to recapture the grape boycott issue. The
idea for a hunger strike came from Mark Anthony Torres, who would later
become the Tlatonai18 for MEXA. In the beginning the idea was met with some
resistance and healthy skepticism. After much discussion, two community
members, Fenis Ibanez and Rose Castilla, began to research the feasibility of
such an action.

Ibanez and Castilla immediately learned that there is not a lot written about
hunger strikes. Most of the available literature centered on the hunger strikes of
Irish political prisoners protesting British prison conditions. Each of those
individual hunger strikes ended in the death of the striker. Through this research,
we realized we had more time than we originally thought to conduct a hunger
strike. Everyone was in reasonably good health and we figured we could go at
least 2 weeks without any real damage. Therefore, it was decided among
ourselves that Maria Zavala, Mark Anthony Torres, Daniel Soza III, Andres
Guerrero, MatthewMartinez and Jose Romero, Jr would only drink water for an
indeterminate amount of time and in doing so follow in the non-violent tradition
of Jesus, Gandhi, Tolstoy, Dr. King and of course Cesar Chavez.

The hunger strike began at dawn on 13 February 1996 with a sunrise ceremony
honoring the four directions, a practice we would keep over the next 7 days. The
hunger strike also coincided with President McPherson’s scheduled third state of
the university address (Johnson, 1996, 1). This was our attempt to divert media
attention from him and onto the issue of the grape boycott. It was moderately
successful and another example of how we were coming to understand the power
of media in publicizing our political agenda.

The hunger strike had gone on for 7 days when it became obvious that
McPherson was not going to yield. We began looking for a creative way to
pressure the University into some type of compromise – mostly because we had
been reckless and overly confident by making the fast an all-or-nothing proposi-
tion. The group decided to send Torres to the hospital as a ploy to pressure

Specialization,
p. 14.

18 Tlatonai is a
Nahuatl word
that literally
means speaker
but is used as an
honorific to mean
ruler. In English it
is often translated
as king. MSU
MEXA meant it
literally as
speaker. The men
and women who
held this title were
the first speakers
for the group.
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McPherson.19 After that things came to a conclusion quickly, especially when
Torres returned from the hospital declaring his intention to stay the course.
McPherson’s phone calls to Torres’s parents were pointless: they promptly told
McPherson they were behind Mark all the way.

Amy Cairns and Kimberly Hauze, a young couple, were the two main support
staff behind this effort to keep these seven hunger strikers alive. Veterans of the
international peace and justice movement turned El Centro de la Raza, which was
in the basement of Wilson Hall, into a “fast headquarters” sending out press
releases and maintaining schedules for everyone involved. To maintain the
integrity of the fast, all of the strikers lived in El Centro and accompanied by a
volunteer returned immediately after classes. We didn’t get the grape boycott but
we did get a mechanism for removing grapes from the dorms and “No Grapes
Day” every 31 March. It doesn’t seem like a lot and maybe for a week of going
hungry it wasn’t, yet I believe that the greatest victory came from the sense of
purpose with which each person emerged. Personal determination to see change
at MSU was renewed and strengthened. From an internal organizing standpoint
the hunger strike was a success, and the effects of that week can be seen up to the
creation of Xicano/Latino Studies.

The book checkout idea belonged to Rudy Hernandez (Sell, 1999a, 1). He
originally came up with it early in 1994 along with “Operation Zero –We refuse
to be used” where we all change our ethnicity to white. MSU is a research
institution with strict rules about privacy in research. Workers at the library do
not have the right to ask you why you want a book or to deny you a book. At that
time the maximum number of books any student could check out during a
semester was unlimited.

Mostly, the director of the library stomped around huffing and puffing, demand-
ing explanations, alternatively threatening and cajoling us, but to no avail. Like
other actions it always amazedmewhenwhat we had planned actually worked. The
structure of this particular protest was also different in that many of the Brown
Berets from Detroit came and provided security for the students checking out the
books. Dr. Lee June, the then V.P. of Student Affairs, walked by smirking.

‘Good one,’ he said as he whisked through. ‘Totally within the rules.’

The books were stacked on the floor in front of the checkout station in a
rectangle about 4 feet tall, 3 feet wide and 15 feet long. Groups of students using
the library carts brought the books down from the stacks and piled them neatly
on the floor. Two students stood there checking out books until they reached their
own personal limit. Others then carried them out to the U-Haul we rented and the
Brown Berets from Detroit loaded them into the truck. That day MEXA students
took over 5000 books from the library and at least double that amount from the
shelves. As we were shutting the door to the U-haul surrounded by panic-stricken
librarians and dumbfounded news reporters someone asked us why we were
doing this.

19 Ibid, p. 1.
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“If we can’t read about our history, then you cannot read about yours,”
responded Rosa Salas, one of the Tlatoanis for MSU MEXA at the time.

The book checkout was followed by our “Operation Zero” action where
MEXitas switched their ethnic identification to white at the registrar’s office
(Sell, 1999b, 1). In the middle of all this, Dr. Teresa Melendez, a recent arrival
from the University of Texas El Paso, was successfully collaborating with
students to create the structure for the current Xicano Studies undergraduate
specialization and eventually produce the second Xicano Studies PhD program
in the country and in 2012 the first Xicano Studies PhD, Luis Moreno. The
specialization written and implemented by Melendez took off under her care
and immediately grew to well over 100 participants. By 1999, what we had
been clamoring for arrived.

Today, 19 years after the start of our struggle at MSU, Xicanos as a people and
Xicano Studies as a discipline are reeling from a vicious pummeling. Arizona
House Bill (HB) 2281 has murdered the Mexican American Studies program in
the Tucson Unified School District. There can be no doubt that HB 2281 was
conceived and implemented as an attempt to crush the spirit of those Tucson
warriors, and as such it is a dying gasp of an aging antiquated system. In spite of
this, what these teachers/warriors have accomplished shines as a beacon of hope to
all. Molding children with knowledge of their indigenous past, their culture and
their future fulfills the basic intellectual expectation of Xicano Studies: the
expectation that understanding our history, culture and colonization will engender
fighters, artists, and strong women and men willing to sacrifice on behalf of their
people. This is what I saw in Tucson when I was there for 2 months in the summer
of 2012 organizing a national convergence of activists called Tucson Freedom
Summer: a fierce community of fighters working furiously against their coloniza-
tion using every tool at their disposal to bring aid and comfort to their community;
Tucson, like MSU MEXA, is triumphant (Hing, 2012).
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